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Benchmarking Building Performance
IT’S 2022, DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR EUI IS?
Katherine Morgan is a BOC
Instructor and Project Manager
at ArchEcology LLC, a Seattlebased sustainable building
consulting firm.
Benchmarking building (energy)
performance is on the rise.
Driven by both forward-thinking
building owners and operators,
and by a growing patchwork of
disclosure laws, over 30 thousand
buildings are now calculating,
tracking, and often reporting
their EUI (Energy Use Intensity)
for public disclosure.
Measuring energy use per square
foot (remember EUI is kBtu/sf/yr) is straightforward but has its own set of challenges
for accurate energy accounting. Of course,
benchmarking really requires comparing
buildings to each other, which requires a
consistent set of building characteristics
that influence energy use. And there the
challenges multiply. Different uses, numbers
of workers and operating hours among
other details can be difficult to track.
This article will summarize the voluntary
and regulatory drivers, standards and
tools supporting the benchmarking effort,
highlight the two most common challenges
faced, and note some emerging trends and
opportunities.
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performance monitoring and
benchmarking as a central aspect
of evaluating and recognizing
accomplishment.
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Voluntary Drivers
Anyone who has managed an asset knows
that continuous improvements are needed
to maintain its value. Measuring and benchmarking key performance indicators is
critical to an effective continuous improvement process. Energy performance is a
significant indicator of asset performance
and along with other sustainability and
financial KPIs, can help us get the most
benefit from our built environment with
the least environmental impact and cost.
ENERGY STAR, LEED, GRESB, and other
programs in the constellation of sustainability rating systems and certifications aim to
stimulate the transition to a low-carbon built
environment. These programs all require
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Real estate investment portfolios
along with public and private
organizations that occupy and
66
manage large building portfolios
are increasingly setting up the
data infrastructure to monitor
their performance and using that
to set goals for themselves. They
are then positioned to certify
both new construction and existing buildings to voluntary rating
system standards. Transparency
initiatives and ESG reporting are
further pushing these owners to implement
a continuous improvement cycle.

Regulatory Drivers
Those voluntary initiatives are the leading
toe of the transformation/adoption bell
curve. Ordinances and laws are pushing the
mid- to late-adopters onboard the benchmarking effort. According to the Institute for
Market Transformation’s Building Performance Policy Center, 35 jurisdictions in the
U.S. have benchmarking and transparency
policies, while 8 have building performance
standards and 15 have tune-up or audit
requirements. Some policies simply require
owners to make EUI information available
upon request in a transaction, allowing
a building purchaser to request energy
performance disclosure. Others publish the
annual reports in a public dashboard; so for
example, I can tell you that the Target® Store
on North Madison in Kansas City used half
as much energy per square foot as the one
on North Chouteau last year.
These disclosure programs are giving local
and state policy makers important information to help craft climate solutions. Seattle
analyzed the benchmarking information
from 3500 buildings representing more than
(Continued on page 2, see BENCHMARKING)

BOC FEATURE & QUIZ
Survey (CBECS), whereas Arc will compare a
building to ‘comparable high-performance
buildings.’ While both will capture energy,
water and waste, Arc also includes scoring
for human experience and transportation.
Data can be exchanged between systems.

(BENCHMARKING, continued from page 1)

375 million square feet. Electricity use declined by over 8% in total from 2014 to 2019
for buildings reporting for all six years, yet
emissions went up slightly due to consumption of fossil fuels, primarily natural gas. This
insight has helped the city target building
electrification, moving away from using
natural gas for heating and hot water, as a
policy goal.

There are dozens of products on the market
ranging from Environment, Social and
Governance (ESG) tracking and reporting
tools to energy management information
systems (EMIS) including fault detection
and diagnostics and the ability to use these
systems in monitoring-based commissioning.

Standards and Tools
ASHRAE Standard 100-2018 Energy
Efficiency in Existing Buildings details
energy benchmarking methods and how
to integrate them into an overall energy
management program. It was adopted with
amendments and performance targets as
the Clean Building Performance Standard
for WA State.

Challenges
The effectiveness of these efforts depends
on complete and accurate data, and two
particular areas of data consistently appear on the ‘common errors’ guidelines for
benchmarking programs. The first is energy
data. Making sure all the data, from all
the energy sources serving a building are
captured. This seemingly straightforward
task is complicated by things like metered
utility services to multiple service addresses
in the same buildings with more than one
street frontage or suites, and meters often
directly billed to tenants, who may not be
inclined to share that information. In other
cases, the metered energy use may all be in
the owner’s possession, but the meters serve
more than one building in a campus or business park, and there isn’t a way to attribute
the usage to individual buildings.

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager, hosted
by the US Environmental Protection Agency
and Department of Energy, is the cornerstone of most benchmarking programs. It is
free and has a well-developed web-based
platform with the ability to communicate
with most other programs and platforms
through an API (application programming
interface).
Arc (aka Arc Skoru), developed by the
US Green Building Council and Green
Building Certification Institute for the next
generation of LEED O+M allows free benchmarking as well, with both fee-based certificates of performance and LEED certification,
as well as premium tools and features for a
monthly subscription.

The other challenge is capturing building
use details and dimensions consistently and
correctly. The type of activity in a building,
the number of staff, operating hours, and
other property-type specifics are used
to compare ‘like’ buildings to derive a
median EUI, or a score. Gathering this data
and organizing it, keeping it up-to date in

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager will
benchmark a property against the data
for similar buildings from the 2012
Commercial Building Energy Consumption
®

a benchmarking management platform is
critical to getting an accurate indication of
how one building’s performance compares
to others that are similar in use and operating characteristics. It is not always straightforward to do this in buildings with multiple
tenants and uses.

Trends and Opportunities
As more jurisdictions require building
performance disclosure, the data exchange
capability is improving. Utilities can directly
send billing data, even aggregated for
all the metered users in the building, to
Portfolio Manager, and from there it can be
exchanged with other reporting platforms
and tools. Nationally this capability or
service support varies widely though.
At the same time, submetering is both
addressing the one-meter-many-buildings
issue, as well as allowing managers and
operators to measure specific loads and
end uses as part of an EMIS or BAS. Their
increasing and thoughtful use can help
diagnose issues and opportunities, as well
as measure and verify performance after
changes are implemented.
Tackling the climate crisis depends on a
more specific and nuanced understanding of
how energy use relates to carbon emissions.
The same benchmarking capabilities will
help focus on the carbon impact of building
energy use and help inform decisions to try
to reduce them.
1. Building Performance Policy Center | IMT, accessed
1/17/22
2. Crowe, E., and Granderson, J. Proving the Business Case
for Building Analytics. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, October 2020. https://doi.org/10.20357/B7G022

TAKE THE QUIZ!

Do you manage or service a
commercial building > 50k ft²?
•

If so, you’ll need to be in compliance with
the new Clean Buildings Law (HB1257)

•

PSE has the expertise and incentives to
help you comply, and go beyond

You can earn 1.0 maintenance
point towards your BOC
credential renewal by
taking a quiz on the
material in this Feature
Article.

Learn more at pse.com/cleanbuildings
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BOC GRADS

BOC Grads Making a Difference
classes I put my new education to work and
began to save Stryker on the electrical and
operating costs. These projects and efforts
to reduce carbon footprint and electrical
use were submitted for the BOC Operator
of the Year award 2021 and I was selected.
Being selected for this prestigious award
offered recognition and appreciation and I
am thankful.

Bryan Watson
Lead Facilities Coordinator, Stryker

Can you tell us a little about
your background?
I attended the BOC classes I and II online
from my office in Michigan.
My career started in the paper industry here
in Michigan. I was fortunate enough to get
a job in the coal fired boiler plant that serviced electricity and steam for the paper mill
processes. My part was to manage the coal
yard and handle the ash removal. I saw first
hand how coal fired operations functioned.
It was a very interesting time. As the paper
mill industry dwindled and mills closed from
market changes new opportunities opened
up for me. I enrolled in Kalamazoo Community College and earned a degree in
electrical technology. This education gave
me insight as to how electricity was used
and managed.
After graduation I put my education and
experience to work at the Hart Dole Inouye
Federal building in Battle Creek MI and
began a slightly different position on a facility management team. The Federal building
was proactive on electrical use reduction.
The facility team implemented lighting
control sensor systems, upgraded boilers,
added VFDs to process pumps, utilized BMS
scheduling to best operate and manage
electrical use for the building.

Where do you work currently
and what is your favorite thing
about your job?
Recently I began my work at Stryker
medical. I was hired as a facility coordinator. Stryker encouraged and supported the
education and training that the BOC classes
provided. The BOC level I and II classes offered current and best practices for building
and electrical management. Soon after the

The best part about my job is the team I
work with and the colleagues we serve.
I am very fortunate to work for such an amazing company. Stryker is moving forward on
a global scale carbon footprint reduction
strategy and I get to be part of that effort.

What energy savings project
have you completed since you
completed the BOC training?
Since my BOC training I have worked on
may projects. One of the most important
projects was the initiation of an energy audit.
This professional audit was conducted to
flag energy savings opportunities. Once this
audit was completed we began to implement the projects listed by priority and
feasibility. We conducted a compressed air
leak study. This study was done with equipment that can detect compressed air leaks
in an environment with background noise.
Once we had the list of leaks, we dove in
for the repairs. Many of the repairs were inexpensive yet saved a great deal of energy.
The team also went after the lighting fixture
replacements from fluorescent and others to
LEDs, we put the lighting on a control system for scheduling around production times,
We installed heat recovery systems from our
compressor rooms so we can introduce the
waste heat back into the building for the
winter months, we have installed new efficient boilers and HVAC units, We completed
a large scale insulation project that offered
a large amount in savings annually, we also
put a new roof on as we increased the
R value of the insulation and went from a
dark colored roof to a bright reflective cover.

When was your project started
and completed?
My goal is to always have a project in the
pipeline. There is always room for improvement. That is just how I see it. Continue to
try and do better each day, keep going after
your goals and as you meet them set some
more.

Did your employer encourage
BOC training?
YES! I am glad they did, the education on
facility management and operations is
critical for best practice.

How did the BOC training
influence the decision to do
an energy efficient project?
The BOC classes gave me the confidence
to bring my knowledge of energy reduction
to the leadership teams. This confidence
came from having the proper knowledge to
introduce and explain my potential projects
and the savings therein.
BOC GRADS (Continued from page 4)

(BOC GRADS continued on page 4)

Why have chosen this project?
Many of the projects I pick are because
of the utility provider rebates. Our utility
provider, Consumers Energy has a fantastic
program where saving energy can earn
incentive rebate money. Projects that qualify
for incentive rebates shrink the return on
investment and then these projects become
very appealing, especially when they are energy and operational cost reduction projects.
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Curtis Wentling
BOC Level 1 in 2017-2018; CBO in 2018;
Level 2 in 2018-2019
Grace Bible Church/Grace Academy K-12 private Christian School since 2002

Where do you work currently
and what is your favorite thing
about your job?
I have worked at Grace Bible Church/Grace
Academy - K-12 private Christian School
since 2002. I enjoy working at Grace because
we are impacting the world one person at a
time. I enjoy working with men and women
who are motivated by a larger goal/purpose

What energy savings project
have you completed since you
completed the BOC training?
We have upgraded most of our lighting.

Why have chosen this project?
I chose the lighting project because it is
interesting, makes a large impact, and can
be completed quickly.
Lighting is a major source of electrical use
for any building. When I started at Grace
in 2002 we were operating T12 fluorescent
tubes, 450 W metal halide lamps, a variety
of incandescent lamps, and even some High
Pressure Sodium fixtures. Because we are a
church and private school, our finances have
their challenges. Full scale projects had to
be prioritized and planned. Lighting was
never a big concern due to other high priority needs and lightings lack of "wow factor".
In the early years I was changing approximately 10 T12 lamps per week. I'd check all
the rooms on Wednesdays during chapels,
which enabled me to keep on top of the
burn out lamps. When a ballast needed
replacement, I'd wait until after school or a
scheduled day off. Eventually we decided
to hire a company to relamp our fixtures,
installing T8 Fluorescent fixtures with a
universal ballast. They took about a week.

I found some volunteers to work ahead of
the electricians, pulling lamps and preparing
them for recycling. Not only did the entire
campus receive an instant boost with new
lamps, the electricity use and need for
maintenance dropped. My lamp replacement dropped from 10 lamps per week to
about 10 lamps per year!

gym from about $1 per day to about $0.43
per day.

As the LED technology improved, we began
moving in that direction. I experimented
with A19 LED lamps in some of our foyers.
I tried BR30 and PAR 38 in our School office
and over our porches. The next step was to
relamp our choir room with LED. The room
was a test run for the rest of our campus.
Needless to say, the results were fantastic
and I began planning for the rest of campus.

The next large scale reduction in lighting
cost will be our exterior fixtures: parking lot
fixtures, wall packs, and ceiling packs. I have
already replaced one 100W MH wall pack
with an 18W color adjustable ballast bypass
LED corn lamp. The cost of the job was
minimally more than purchasing a new
100W MH ballast and lamp. Plus the
electrician's time on site was less. Now
we are using only 18W of power for the
same result!

I asked some former electricians from our
church to relamp our church offices and our
library with "hybrid" LED lamps, also known
as type D - they can be used with or without
a ballast. We only had one fixture give us a
problem and it was spectacular! The LED
acted like a roman candle as the driver/
ballast combination didn't work correctly.
In our elementary classrooms, I replaced the
ballasts and wired the receptacles directly
to the line voltage. Although this method is
more labor intensive, it is the best option if
you want to use the existing troffers. I actually trained a college student on the process
and paid him to rewire the whole building
over the summer. We have had zero problems so far! Now it looks like I may replace
one lamp every 10 years!
When the Covid shutdowns hit, I took the
opportunity to rewire the fixtures over our
gym floor. Designed for T5 lamps, I removed
the ballast and direct wired these as well.
As a result, we reduced our cost to light the

I have a few more classrooms to rewire
before the entire campus is complete.
I simply factor these rooms into my yearly
operating cost and absorb the project into
my operating budget.

Did your employer encourage
BOC training?
Yes, encouraged and paid for it

How did the BOC training
influence the decision to do
an energy efficient project?
BOC provide technical knowledge to
talk with contractors as well as networking
opportunities. BOC training provided access
to new ideas, opportunities, and training
to help operate our buildings at peak
performance.

What additional opportunities
were available to you after your
BOC Training?
I have been able to help market the BOC at
an energy conference, I'm currently training
to be a BOC teacher, and BOC has prepared
me for the ProFM certification I am currently
working on.

Let’s focus on opportunities
to turn unplanned downtime
into uptime.

Find more opportunities at
ngrid.com/business
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Q&A with BOC Instructor
continue to rise. We have not recruited our
replacements and historically struggle to
bring women to the challenge. We have
grown dependent on technology that
cannot climb a ladder or turn a wrench.
We must find a way to recruit and encourage the Trades in a STEM environment
and encourage participation from atypical
employee sectors.

E.W. Dovel
How did you become involved
with building operations and
energy management?
Over 20 years ago a friend of mine bought a
small fluorescent light fixture manufacturer
and needed a sales guy. I knew nothing
about energy management or building
operations but I knew that hanging around
people smarter than me had worked
throughout my career. That is how it started.

When and how did you hear
about BOC?
I joined a customer for a meeting at Gwinnett Tech about 12 years ago. The leaders
at the College were discussing BOC and I
added contributed to the discussion. The
President at Gwinnett looked at me and said
“you are teaching some of these classes”.
I have now taught 1003 and 1006 across 15
states and have enjoyed every single one.
I started teaching 2003 and 2005 last year.

What is your area of expertise
in the field?
All things lighting are in my wheelhouse.
I work for Orion Energy Systems, Inc. which
is a Buy American lighting manufacturer
based in Wisconsin. I have handled all
aspects of lighting projects from the development and audit to the execution. I have
developed a building operation mindset
through executing projects in various
building types and environments.

What do you see as the greatest
challenge to facilities operations and
maintenance in your particular field or
to facilities management in general?
I think the greatest challenge we face in
facilities is future facility operators. We face
a retirement of 75% of our facilities professionals in the next 5 years and our buildings
continue to age, our budgets get tighter,
our electrical infrastructure falters. Costs

Is there anything that surprises
you when you teach BOC classes?

contracting options just to name 7! We only
have enough money to do things the right
way, not the cheapest way. The cheapest
way leads to doing the same thing twice.
Who has that budget?
The second one is more personal. Start
treating yourself as a cost center because
you are! BOC creates personal and business
value for your organization. You become
more valuable to your organization. Keep
creating value, cost won’t matter.

I am surprised in every class because I look
I am always on a crusade. In the past it has
for those surprises. I think you stop learning
been the fight against metal halide efficienwhen you stop being surprised and I try to
cies, TLED safety concerns, and others.
learn something new every day. Recently I
Right now, I am focused on
was teaching a 1006 class
COVID best practices and
and as we were going
getting our buildings open
“I
think
the
greatest
through the action plan, I
again. We have focused
challenge we face in
was amazed by the attenon making occupants feel
facilities is future
tion the presenter paid to
safe and found that we
facility operators. We
his other team members.
can’t define safe for the
He made sure to identify
face a retirement of 75%
individual. We have focused
each one and the contribuof our facilities professon cleaning surfaces rather
tion they made to the entire
ionals in the next 5 years
than inactivating COVID
process. It really illustrated
and our buildings continue
in the air where it is actuthat while we all work in
to age, our budgets get
ally transmitted. I would
the facilities arena, it is
tighter, our electrical
challenge every building
important that people feel
infrastructure falters.
operator to remember
valued as a person. I firmly
Costs continue to rise.
when mold was a probbelieve that BOC increases
We have not recruited
lem in our buildings and
employee value to every orour replacements and
it still is; mold has been
ganization and it becomes
historically struggle to
around much longer than
personal, not business.
bring women to the
COVID19! It is important
challenge. We have
to remember that running
Do you have any
grown dependent
to fail as a maintenance
best practices or tips
on
technology
that
strategy is guaranteed to
you’d like to share?
cannot climb a ladder
work and unfortunately
I have been focusing on a
that remains our primary
or turn a wrench. We
couple areas over the last
strategy in many buildings
must find a way to recruit
few years. I hammer the
today. We need to engage
and
encourage
the
Trades
idea of budgets controlprofessionals to get our
in
a
STEM
environment
ling our every move. I use
buildings open again.
and
encourage
participa“The reason it’s called FIRST
tion
from
atypical
COST is it only happens
How do you like to
employee sectors.
ONCE. Make decisions
spend free time?
based on the impact to your
– E.W. Dovel,
I like to spend time with
utilities! They happen every
Orion Energy Systems, Inc.
my grandsons most of all.
day, all day and are continuI am also writing 3 books
ing to increase.” We focus
right now and have about 5
on cost for a number of reasons,
others I’m planning. Right now, I am writing
and most of them are bad.
one about my stories and it called “Hey,
Rarely does buying a product at the lowest
There’s One Beer Left." I am also writing
cost actually make sense. In lighting you
one about a clock that does everything but
should consider, the warranty, the availability
tell time. It’s similar to buying the greatest
(think supply chain from overseas versus
controls and monitoring system and then
the USA), the technical capabilities (lumen/
not having a human to interpret the data
watt, total lumens), rated life (not the same
and take action.
as warranty), form factor, controllability, and
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Training facility staff for
operational efficiency in
New York State schools
Case Study
Business Type:

New York State
Public Schools
Association:

New York State School
Facility Association and
The Northwest Energy
Efficiency Council
Program:

Building Operator
Certification

Overview
The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)
and the New York State School Facilities Association (NYSSFA) joined with the
Northwest Energy Efficiency Council (NEEC) to create a sustainable training
program for public school facility and maintenance staff in the State.

Building Operator Certification
The objective of the Building Operator Certification (BOC) is to elevate
the building operator profession through training in energy efficiency and
smart building technologies, continued education, and certification. BOC’s
Fundamentals of Energy Efficient Building Operations training covers strategies
and best practices for reduced energy use and increased cost savings. This
competency-based training and certification course guides building operators
on ways to improve a building’s comfort, safety, and efficiency by making
systems work better together.

Targeted Training
NYSSFA worked with NEEC to conduct BOC training courses in several
phases to engage facilities staff on a broad range of topics from HVAC systems
and lighting to indoor air quality and energy management. During the initial series
of in-person training events, 75 staff members participated at three different sites
in Liverpool, Albany, and Mamaroneck. More recently, NYSSFA offered a virtual
training series—32 students participated in six half-day sessions during a
2021 cohort.
BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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Proven HVAC Solutions to Reduce Viral Spread
and Increase Energy Efficiency
Resilient HVAC doesn’t have to cost so much

For building owners and operators everywhere, the COVID-19
pandemic has magnified the importance of enhancing indoor air
quality through better approaches to commercial HVAC and natural
ventilation. And the country’s leading institutions agree. Both the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) have asserted the importance of prioritizing HVAC
solutions that feature enhanced filtration and ventilation, and that
increase introduction of outdoor air, while limiting the re-entry of
contaminated air.

“How many pathogens you take in
depends on one
factor in particular:
how much fresh
air is coming into
the building. Most
buildings are poorly
ventilated. But
in a good building – that is, one
designed to bring
in significantly more
outdoor air than
building codes in
the United States
and elsewhere
typically require
– the proportion
of indoor air that
comes from other
people’s lungs can
be brought down
to a level at which
infection across the
room is unlikely.

– Joseph Allen,

Harvard University

[1]

Thankfully, there are higher efficiency HVAC solutions that can run
efficiently under acute ventilation conditions to reduce viral risk at a
much lower operational cost. For example, the NEEA/RCA/UO study
found that a very high efficiency dedicated outdoor air system (very
high efficiency DOAS[3]) was able to significantly increase ventilation
rates to reduce viral risk while using up to 37% less energy than less
efficient HVAC options.
By contrast, when operating at higher ventilation rates, two less
efficient options – a single zone rooftop unit (RTU) and a packaged
VAV system – increased operational energy costs by 42% and 46%,
respectively, when compared to normal operating conditions. The
study also showed multi-zoned VAV systems as the least efficient
option, with a 75% increase in energy costs when running at higher
ventilation rates.

While the best HVAC approaches support
occupant health by increasing ventilation
rates to provide cleaner, healthier outdoor
air, many commercial buildings do not
offer occupants adequate ventilation. This
increases occupant exposure to dangerous
virus-containing particles that move with a
building’s indoor air currents.
For example, a standard variable air volume
system, or VAV system, delivers air at a
constant temperature, varying the amount
of air to keep people comfortable depending on the season. Because some of this air
is recirculated indoor air—not fresh outdoor
air—virus particles can spread through the
building’s indoor airstreams. And when
there is no call for heating or cooling, the
VAV system doesn’t introduce fresh air at all.

High-performing HVAC
approaches reduce viral risk,
but not always efficiently
There are a variety of ways to improve
HVAC performance and decrease viral
spread, including using a high-efficacy filter
combined with increased ventilation rates.
This combination will provide increased
airflow and a supply of fresh air, while
exhausting potentially contaminated air
to the building’s exterior.

Operational energy cost increases per year for a sample small school under
acute ventilation operations vs. code minimum ventilation operations.
Simulated results for three climate zones, CZ4c, 5b, 6b.

Preparing for future
extremes with healthy
and efficient HVAC solutions
In addition to efficient performance
under increased ventilation rates, the
very high efficiency DOAS approach
has also recently demonstrated
resiliency under other extreme conditions. When temperatures in parts of
the Northwest reached record highs
in June 2021, many HVAC systems
struggled to maintain their setpoints.
However, a very high efficiency DOAS
installation in a Portland, Oregon,

A recent study conducted by the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA), Red Car Analytics (RCA)
and the University of Oregon (UO) proves how crucial ventilation
is to reducing the spread of dangerous particles. The study shows
that increasing the airflow, or ventilation rates, by 33% can reduce
in-room viral risk by more than 7%, while increasing ventilation by
217% and adding an in-room filtration unit can reduce that risk by
more than 25%.
[2]

However, the study also demonstrates that increasing ventilation
rates to this degree can significantly increase energy costs for less
efficient HVAC systems and approaches.
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“Our research has shown
that aerosol viral load
can be significantly
decreased with natural
ventilation, mechanical
ventilation, filtration and
even humidification. Now,
we must implement these
approaches in a manner
that also address energy
efficiency priorities.”
– Kevin Van Den Wymlenberg,
University of Oregon[4]
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION

IFMA Launches FM Framework Training
with Industry Partners
New FM Framework offers IFMA members training in a range of specialty areas
The International
Facility Management Association
(IFMA) is pleased
to announce the launch of its expanded
Facility Management Training and Development Framework (FM Framework). IFMA has
created a single source for interdisciplinary
knowledge- and skill-building by partnering with 8 of the most well-respected and
influential organizations in the built environment industry.
The FM Framework provides industry-leading training from IFMA’s partner organizations that is relevant to all built environment
practices. FMs now have direct access to
top training solutions in disciplines that fall
under the umbrella of FM responsibility,
including cleaning operations, HVAC,
electrical, plumbing, security, building
repairs, IT and more.
In conjunction with IFMA’s ANSI-accredited
credential programs and professional development courses, the framework provides
a unified training program that covers the
entire life cycle of the built environment.
The brainchild of 2018-19 IFMA Board
Chair Graham Tier, CFM, FMP, MRICS, the
2019 FM Framework provided guidance
on specialized skillsets. It classified specific
roles, mapped the skills needed in facility
management and recommended profes-

sional development options from a network
of associations.
“IFMA has been building bridges across
disciplines for years, partnering with associations that have training for FMs and crosspromoting our educational resources,” said
IFMA President and CEO Don Gilpin. “The
updated FM Framework goes a step further,
directing professionals to a specific course
or program offered by the industry’s recognized authority in a desired specialty area.
Whether you need to dive into a skillset,
oversee a specific function within the facility
portfolio or meet a particular organizational
goal, the framework takes the onus of
finding the training off the FM.”
IFMA is relaunching the FM Framework
with the following partners:

• International Sanitation Standards
Association (ISSA)
• Open Standards Consortium of Real
Estate (OSCRE)
• American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE)
• Audio Visual and Integrated Experience
Association (AVIXA)
• Business & Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association (BIFMA)

• Circular Economy Institute (CEI)
• National Environmental Balancing
Bureau (NEBB)
• Northwest Energy Efficiency Council
(NEEC)
IFMA members who purchase the specified training from a framework partner will
receive that organization’s member rate.
Reciprocally, framework partner members
will receive special pricing on IFMA’s
included courses.
“FMs have to ensure their team can perform
all of the necessary roles and collaborate effectively with other departments. That takes
an understanding of diverse job functions
that goes beyond rudimentary knowledge,”
added Gilpin. “Upskilling in a range of
specialty areas will help FMs adapt to a new
work environment, bringing a higher level
of excellence to their organizations and
themselves.”
IFMA Members should visit ifma.org/professional-development/fm-framework
to view the FM Framework. IFMA partners
should visit ifma-9196528.hs-sites.com/
exclusive-introduction-to-fm-0 to view
information on IFMA’s opportunities for
partner organizations.

(TECH HORIZONS, Continued from page 7.)

approaches like very high efficiency DOAS and high-performance
gas RTUs offer healthy solutions that can also reduce the overall
costs of building operation.

office building was able to maintain an inside temperature within
2 degrees of its setpoint. This performance is notable under
record-breaking 116 degree outside temperatures and following
a recent downsizing of HVAC equipment during the building’s
very high efficiency DOAS upgrade.

REFERENCES
[1] https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/10/fresh-air-coolnew-office-amenity/620288

The very high efficiency DOAS solution isn’t the only option for
improving indoor air quality while also managing operating costs.
High-performing gas RTUs (also known as Efficient RTUs[5]), for
example, use features like secondary condensing heat exchangers,
high insulation values, improved cabinet design, low-leakage
dampers and heat or energy recovery to reduce energy use by
up to 40% compared to standard RTUs under normal conditions.

[2] https://betterbricks.com/resources/covid-19-hvac-risk-reductionstrategies
[3] https://betterbricks.com/solutions/very-high-efficiency-dedicatedoutside-air-systems
[4] https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-861942/v1
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-940891/v1

Now more than ever, HVAC design requires careful attention to
maintain efficiency and resiliency under extreme conditions to
ensure safe, clean air and comfortable temperatures for commercial
building occupants. High-performance HVAC products and

BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
NEW FOR 2022

Fundamentals of
Energy Efficient Building Operations
The Smart Buildings Center (SBC) is excited
to share the news that the Building Operator Certification (BOC) program is adding an
additional training curriculum and credential
to our current offerings. The training, titled
“Fundamentals of Energy Efficient Building
Operations,” was rolled out in the Fall of
2021. The content is designed for individuals
who are new to commercial building operations and energy management, looking to
get into the field, and those in management
and supervisory roles looking for a high-level
overview of building systems.
Participants are introduced to foundational
principles for optimizing building efficiency,
the interdependencies of key building
systems, and the basics of measuring and
benchmarking energy performance. This
course lays a foundation for individuals to
pursue an advanced career pathway focused
on energy efficient building operations.
Successful completion of the course
(resulting in a Fundamentals Certificate)
can be paired with one-year of experience
for a student to meet eligibility requirements
for BOC Level I.

to key concepts. “As a BOC instructor what
I like best about Fundamentals is how it emphasizes the impact facilities professionals
have on energy efficiency and sustainability
on a day-to-day basis” said Maureen Roskoski with Facility Engineering Associates.
The training outline is as follows:
Part 1: Energy Efficiency and
Sustainability Overview
Part 2: HVAC Fundamentals
Part 3: Lighting Fundamentals
Part 4: Energy Conservation
Opportunities

Full descriptions of each course module can
be found here: https://www.theboc.info/
fundamentals/
The course has been well received in its
initial offerings and we are excited to bring
it to NEEC territories, as well as offer the
opportunity for BOC partners to license
the curriculum and begin hosting training
as soon as this Spring. To find information
about an upcoming course in your region,
please contact the nearest BOC partner:
https://www.theboc.info/about/locations/.

Part 5: Indoor Environmental Quality
Part 6: Measuring and Benchmarking
Energy Performance
Part 7: Conclusion: Putting It
All Together

“We are excited to introduce this new
course/credential aimed at increasing the
diversity of the operator workforce by
providing access to an entry-level training
program to inform underserved audiences
of careers in buildings” said Melanie
Danuser, Smart Buildings Center Director
of Education & Training.
The content was developed and piloted
in partnership with BOC’s licensed partner,
the Clean Energy Center at Pennsylvania
College of Technology. “We recognized a
growing, industry-driven demand for a way
to successfully onboard workers with little
to no prior experience in maintaining commercial building systems and were eager to
participate in the development of and pilot
this new training program” said Alison Diehl,
Clean Energy Center Director. “We are already seeing pilot program participants use
this foundational course as a launching point
for their career and a pathway to earn the
Building Operator Certification credential.”
The content is derived from BOC Level I
curriculum and provides a solid introduction
BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
AUGUST 22–24, 2022

Smart Buildings Exchange (SBX) 2021 Recap & 2022 Dates
IN AUGUST 2021, the first annual Smart Buildings Exchange (SBX) delivered a valuepacked two days of conversations focused on today’s opportunities for technologies and
practices that improve the intelligent operation of commercial and institutional buildings.

Thank you to our sponsors

The conference kicked off with a moderated panel discussion featuring the chief executives
of electric utilities joining experts from the Rocky Mountain Institute and Microsoft to discuss
the quickly evolving world of carbon emissions, electric utilities and the customers they
serve. Following the plenary session were sessions that ranged from grid-interactive efficient
buildings (GEBs), to the role of artificial intelligence in building operations, to challenges in
workforce skills development in a rapidly changing operations environment – and more.
The session recordings are available on the Smart Buildings Center YouTube Channel
so you can watch any you missed and rewatch any you enjoyed. Thank you to all sponsors,
planning committee members, speakers, and attendees who helped make the event a success!
Planning for the Smart Buildings Exchange (SBX) 2022 event, scheduled for August
22nd-24th, is underway, and an update on the event format, structure, and programming
will be available soon at sbxconference.org.

Smart Buildings Center Executive Forum
Join the Smart Buildings Center for a free ‘Why Smart Buildings?’ Executive Forum on Building Electrification
& Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings on Thursday, February 17th & 24th from 12:00 –1:15 pm (PST).
Each hour attended qualifies for 1 BOC credential maintenance point. Register Here!
Certainly, increasing building electrification
(BE) is a critical step toward decarbonization
of the built environment. The specific steps
to achieve BE are somewhat less certain.
Replacing carbon-emitting fossil fuel appliances with clean electric sources is the
easy answer, but as usual there are lots of
complexities in making this happen in both
commercial and residential buildings – new
and existing.
During the Smart Buildings Exchange (SBX)
2021 virtual conference, two technical sessions on grid-interactive efficient buildings
(GEBs) highlighted the potential values of
deploying dynamic two-way communication
capacity in buildings to both the electric
utility system and building owners and
managers. This two-way communication

can automate load shifting, shedding, and
modulating and improve a utility’s capacity,
resiliency, and cost. Building on the SBX
2021 conversations, this two-part Executive
Forum discussion will link the efforts around
BE to successful widespread deployment of
GEBs.

PART 2 OF THIS SERIES will feature a
panel drawn from the communities of
building owner/manager, developer, service
provider and research institutions to discuss
the market side of this equation. Speakers
include:

PART 1 OF THIS SERIES will bring
together expertise from the policy, regulatory, ratemaking, and utility industries to
discuss their view on
what must change from current practice to
ignite a robust market for GEBs. Speakers
include:

• Salone Habibuddin, Urban Visions

• Brett Bridgeland, RMI
• Mary Ann Piette, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory
• Hendrik Van Hemert, Edo

• John Gibson, Avista Corporation
• Ryan Hledik, Brattle Group
• Sangeeta Ranade, AlphaStruxure

BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION

SBC Announces 2021 BOC Operator of the Year!
The Smart Buildings Center (SBC) and Building Operator Certification (BOC) program are proud to announce the
2021 BOC Operator of the Year: Bryan Watson, Facility Coordinator for Stryker Corporation in Portage, MI.
Earlier this year, BOC
requested nominations for people
working to improve
the energy efficiency of their work
environment using
skills they learned in
the BOC program.
We received many
Bryan Watson
impressive nominations detailing how
methods learned in BOC classes are helping
people make improvements in their work
environments, but Bryan’s story stood out
among the rest.
In his role as Facility Coordinator, Bryan
is responsible for management of building operations and maintenance, including scheduling and temperature setbacks,
adjusting economizer settings, and monitoring CO2 levels in a portfolio of Stryker’s
buildings. Bryan works to identify opportunites for system upgrades and secure rebate
incentives from the local utility for boilers,
HVAC units, air compressors, roof replacements, heat recovery projects and helped to
install an enhanced BMS system for Stryker’s
local buildings.
After completing BOC Level I & II, Bryan
conducted an energy audit which revealed
millions of dollars in savings opportunities,
and he then began implementing energy
efficiency projects at his facility. Some of
Bryan’s recent accomplishments are detailed
below. Bryan was able to secure rebates for
many of these upgrades through Consumers Energy, the local utility, and the resulting

energy savings positively impact Stryker
Corporation’s bottom line.
• Installed nozzles on 1/4" lines used
in a cleaning process at the drill press
which reduced the CFM of compressed
air used to clean parts by 80%. Added
additional valves to the manifolds that
supplied the air and further reduced
the flow of compressed air by another
75% at each manifold. This reduced the
overall flow by over 100 SCFM operating
no less than 8,000 hours per year.
• Worked with mechanical contractors to
make sure facility had the best filters
for HVAC systems during the COVID-19 pandemic. Upgraded filters and
changed the fresh air intake settings so
the systems would turn over more air
and introduce more fresh air into the
spaced serviced.
• Worked with a contractor to conduct
a compressed air leak study which
revealed leaks in the manufacturing
facility and throughout the plant. Stryker
was able to obtain incentives through
a rebate that covered the entire cost of
the leak study, and Bryan was able to
perform the repairs for very little cost
resulting in saving as much as $15,000
per year in electrical costs.
• Purchased a new 200 HP air compressor and removed two old and inefficient
220+ HP compressors that were less
efficient and having internal drying
issues.

• Worked with a contractor to install duct
work so heat that has been exhausted
through the roof is now put back inhouse
as a heat source during winter months
now saving natural gas and reducing the
carbon footprint.
• Received rebates for installing new, more
efficient HVAC units in spaces that were
having difficulty cooling during summer
months.
• Received rebates for replacing nearly
700 fluorescent fixtures (6 lamp 4 ft T8s)
with new HI-Bay LEDs.
• Received approval for a new roof replacement over half of our 805,000 sq ft
building.
Bryan says BOC Level I & II offered a
great deal of practical and usable information on how to best operate a building
efficiently and offer great indoor environmental quality for the occupants. He’s proud
that he’s able to help Stryker work toward
their carbon reduction and energy savings
goals by utilizing skills he learned in the
BOC courses.
The SBC and BOC program applaud Bryan
on his efforts to improve the energy
efficiency of Stryker Corporation’s operations
and congratulate him on being named as
2021 BOC Operator of the Year!
Know someone who deserves recognition
for their work in the industry? Nominations
will open for the 2022 BOC Operator of the
Year award in May, so stay tuned!

Are you a Current Credential Holder
WIN FREE STUFF!

Twice a year, current credential-holders may enter a drawing to
win merchandise such as BOC gear from our Shop, diagnostic
tools, or reference manuals.
Our next drawing for a Watt Stopper Isolé IDP-3050-A power strip,
which turns plug load devices on and off based on occupancy as well
as a $10 Starbucks gift card is April 20, 2022.
Enter to win:
BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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BOC TRAINING, ANNOUNCEMENTS & CONTINUING EDUCATION
Technical Webinars
The Smart Buildings Center (SBC) offers live
instructional webinars throughout the year
to keep facilities professionals informed on
the latest best practices, trends, and technologies that will help them save energy and
run their facilities at optimal efficiency. During the 2022 webinar series, industry experts
will share insights on indoor environmental
quality strategies, benchmarking to meet
energy performance standards, building
electrification, heat pumps, the evolution
of wireless building controls, and ventilation optimization strategies. BOC credential
holders earn 1.5 points per webinar toward
the maintenance of their BOC credential
by attending a webinar and completing the
accompanying quiz.

BOC Technical Webinar
2022 Schedule
• February 23, 2022
		Old Habits Die Hard: Reinventing
Your IEQ Strategy

• March 23, 2022
		

Benchmarking Simplified: Using Tools
& Techniques to Meet Energy
PerformanceStandards

• April 20, 2022
		

It’s Electric: The Impact of Electrification
on Building Operations

• May 18, 2022
		

Heat Pumps: Are They the Right Fit
for Your Building?

• September 21, 2022
		

What’s Next for Building Controls?
The Evolution of Wireless Technology

• October 19, 2022
		

Occupancy & Ventilation: Finding the
Balance Between Safety & Efficiency

Live webinars are held from 2pm to 3pm EST
and once held are available online at our
webinar library. Check out the BOC web site
for details. And remember, BOC graduates
who maintain their credential receive a
20% discount on the BOC webinar series.

Exam Preparation
Webinars
The BOC program offers a variety of resources
to help you prepare for the Certification
Exam and achieve the designation of Certified Building Operator. Visit our website for
the full complement of resources, including
resource guides, a test taking tips webcast,
and information on purchasing updated
class materials. We also offer a series of four
recorded webinars to help you prepare for
the BOC Certification Exam. Each session
focuses on a critical work function from the
exam blueprint.
These are the four webinars, the price is
$59 for a single webinar and $199 for
the series of 4.
• Maintain Energy Using Building
Systems, Equipment & Envelope to
Minimize Energy Use. Overview of
materials related to performing preventive & predictive maintenance; troubleshooting system & equipment problems
& performing diagnostic testing; documenting equipment maintenance.

The BOC’s credential maintenance season
is happening now. We have notified our
active graduates of their options to renew
credentials, so check your US mail and email
inboxes for information! You can also refer
to the BOC website to renew your credential
in just a few easy steps.
To maintain your BOC credential, graduates must accumulate maintenance points
each year following a full calendar year
after they’ve earned their credential. Level I
maintenance requires five points each year
and Level II requires ten. If you have earned
your Certification, it auto renews when you
maintain your training certificate. Points may
be earned as follows:
• Continued employment in building
operations – 2 points/year
• Continuing education in building
operations – 1 point per hour of
classroom time

• Operate Energy Using Systems for
High Performance. Learn more about
what the exam covers related to
equipment settings & system control
points; measuring & monitoring energy
performance; and sustaining energy
performance.

• Energy efficiency projects completed
at your facility – Up to 11 points/year

• Perform Technical and Administrative
Duties. Brush up on what you will need
to know about maintaining records &
reports, communicating with management, co-workers and occupants, and
understanding building codes.

• Awards received for efficient building
operations – 2 points/award

• Maintain Indoor Environmental
Quality to Standards. This session will
review information related to: measuring
and monitoring IEQ parameters;
IEQ issues; and developing and
implementing an IEQ plan.

• Completion of an energy consumption
benchmark for the previous twelvemonth period using ENERGY STAR
Portfolio Manager or alternative energy
accounting tool – 3 points/year

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:

Exam Prep Bundle

BOC Informational Webcast

We also offer an Exam Prep
Bundle that includes the 4 webinars,
7 handbooks and 8 practice tests
for $399.

Wednesday, Feb, 23, 2022
Wednesday, August, 17, 2022
8:30am PST • 11:30am EST

Complete Your BOC
Credential Maintenance
Now!

FOR MORE RESOURCES:

Learn more about the BOC program,
credential structure and how the program
can benefit your career and organization.

• Membership in a building operations
association – 1 point/year
• Offices held in membership associations
– 2 points/year

• BOC newsletter tech article or blog quiz
(see page two for details) – 1 point/
passed quiz

• Enrollment in a BOC webinar and
completion of its quiz (See webinar
announcement details on page 7)
– 1.5 points/passed quiz
• Attendance at a facilities trade show
– 1 point/year
Use our HELP Desk (1-877-850-4793),
whose knowledgeable staff can address
questions and assist with the maintenance
application. The deadline for application
submission is March 31, 2022.

TO REGISTER:

BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION NEWSLETTER
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2022 FACILITY INDUSTRY TRADESHOWS
Augusta, ME

IFMA Facility Fusion
April 26-28, 2022
Austin, TX
MORE INFO: https://facilityfusion.ifma.org

Southern California Facilities
Expo
AQ & Energy Conference
March 3, 2022
Augusta, ME

April 27-28, 2022
Anaheim, CA
MORE INFO: www.fesc.facilitiesexpo.com

Southeast Energy Efficiency
Alliance (SEEA) Annual
Conference
October 3-5, 2022
Atlanta, GA
MORE INFO: www.seealliance.org

North Texas Facilities Expo
October 5-6, 2022
Arlington, TX
MORE INFO: fent.facilitiesexpo.com

MORE INFO: www.iaqandenergy.com

Energy Facility Connections
(EFC)

Central Valley Facilities Expo

May 3-5, 2022
Leavenworth, WA

March 30-31, 2022
Modesto, CA

MORE INFO: www.energy.wsu.edu

MORE INFO: www.fecv.facilitiesexpo.com

Oregon School Facilities
Management Association
Annual Conference (OSFMA)
April 13-15, 2022
Albany, OR

2022 OSHE Spring Conference
May 18-20, 2022
Bend, OR

Efficiency Exchange 2022
Conference

MORE INFO: https://oshe.us

June 15-16, 2022
Seattle WA

WSSHE Fall Conference
October 18-21, 2022
TriCities/Kennewick, WA
MORE INFO: wsshe.org

MORE INFO: https://west.aeecenter.org

Pacific Grove, CA

April 14-15, 2022
Virtual Experience

October 5-6, 2022
Yakima, WA
MORE INFO: wamoa.org

AEE West Energy Conference

MORE INFO: www.osfma.org

Washington Association of
Maintenance And Operation
Administrators (WAMOA)
Fall Conference

MORE INFO: neea.org

National Facilities Management
& Technology (NFMT)
Conference
November 2-3, 2022
Las Vegas, NV
MORE INFO: www.nfmt.com

Seattle, WA

American Council for an Energy
Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
Summer Study
August 20-26, 2022
Pacific Grove, CA

GRIDFW Seattle
April 19-20, 2022
Seattle, WA
MORE INFO: gridforward.org

WSSHE Spring Conference
April 19-22, 2022
Chelan, WA

MORE INFO: www.aceee.org

US Green Build Council (USGBC)
Conference

2022 OSHE Fall Conference

November 1-3, 2022
San Francisco, CA

September 13-16, 2022
Salishan Gleneden Beach, OR
MORE INFO: https://oshe.us

MORE INFO: https://wsshe.org

Northwest Facilities Expo
April 20-21, 2022
Portland, OR
MORE INFO: www.fenw.facilitiesexpo.com

San Francisco, CA

IFMA World Workplace
Conference & Expo
September 28-30, 2022
Nashville, TN

MORE INFO: www.greenbuildexpo.com

Northern California Facilities
Expo
TBD Fall 2022
Santa Clara, CA
MORE INFO: fenc.facilitiesexpo.com

MORE INFO: worldworkplace.ifma.org

For a complete list of FM tradeshows around the country, visit the BOC website at
www.theBOC.info and go to the Continuing Education tab and click on Tradeshows.
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BOC CONTACT & SPONSORS
CONTACT US
WEBSITE:

BOC PHONE:

BOC FAX:

theBOC.info

1-877-850-4793

206-292-4125

EMAIL:

LINKEDIN:

FACEBOOK:

BOC BLOG:

NEWS & TRENDS FOR THE
BOC PROGRAM & FACILITY
MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

BOCinfo@theBOC.info

BOC, PROUD MEMBER OF
CHANGE FOR THE

BETTER WITH

ENERGY STAR

BOC PARTNERS

Partners in the BOC program include: Bevill State Community College Division of Workforce Solutions, Canadian Institute for Training, Clean
Energy Center, Greenville Technical College, Gwinnett Technical College, Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, Clean Energy Center at Penn
College, Northwest Water & Energy Education Institute, Northwest Energy Efficiency Council, Santa Fe Community College, South Carolina
Community College System BOC Consortium, South-Central Partnership for Energy Efficiency as a Resource, S&W Enterprises, LLC, University
of Hawai‘i – Maui College, and University of Hawai‘i – Manoa.

THANK YOU TO THESE SPONSORS OF THE BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION ACROSS THE COUNTRY:
FOUNDING SPONSOR

AB Tech • Alliant Energy Corporation • Ameren Illinois • Ameren UE • American Electric Power – Ohio • Appiled Energy Group
Atlanta Gas Light • Avista Utilities • Bay State Gas • Berkshire Gas • Black Hills Energy • Cape Light Compact • Cedar Falls Utilities
City Utilities of Springfield • Clark County PUD • Columbia Water & Light • ComEd • Consumers Energy • Cowlitz County PUD
DTE Energy • Efficiency Maine • Efficiency Vermont • Empire District Electric Company • Energy Trust of Oregon • Eversource
Connecticut • Focus on Energy, in partnership with participating Wisconsin utilities • Georgia Environmental Finance Authority (GEFA)
Heartland Community College • Idaho Power • Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity (DCEO) • Iowa Energy
Center • Kansas City Power & Light Company • Kansas Electric Cooperatives • Kansas Energy Division of the Kansas Corporation
Commission • Kansas Municipal Utilities • KeySpan • Laclede Gas Company • Land of Lincoln Workforce Alliance • Lincoln Land
Community College • Michigan Economic Development Corporation-Michigan Energy Office • M.C. Dean, Inc. • MidAmerican Energy
Company • Midwest Energy • Minnesota Department of Commerce • Minnesota Energy Resources Minnesota Power • Missouri
Department of Natural Resources • National Grid • Nicor Gas • Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance • NorthWestern Energy
North Carolina State Energy Office • North Shore Gas • Ohio Department of Development, Office of Energy Efficiency • Ohio Public
Facilities Maintenance Association • Ontario Power Authority • Otter Tail Power Company • Pacific Gas & Electric Company • Pacific
Power Peoples Gas • Progress Energy • Puget Sound Energy • Rocky Mountain Power • San Diego Gas & Electric • Seattle City Light
Snohomish County PUD • Southern California Edison • Southern California Gas • Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency
Tacoma Power • U.S. Dept. of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program • United Illuminating • Unitil • Washington State Dept
of Enterprise Services • Waste Reduction Partners • Westar Energy • Wilbur Wright College
Graphic Design: ThomHarrisDesign.com
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